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Market update and commentary
•
•
•

Challenging environment for investors with “two stock markets” – a mania in growth stocks and a slump in economically
sensitive stocks.
Dangerous time for retail investors chasing returns. Remember – speculation is not investing.
Rotating early, consistent with philosophy, has hurt relative returns during the extreme conditions since early 2018.

Market Commentary
It is hard to add much to the volumes of coverage of the US election and indeed, our style of portfolio management is not about
betting on such events but rather about constantly evolving as the landscape unfolds and looking further out to determine which
companies’ prospects are mis-priced.
With that in mind, in our view, we are dealing with “two stock markets” – the mania in much-loved growth stocks, which our
philosophy forces us to generally avoid, and a bear market in economically sensitive stocks in what has now been approaching
three years. Among these sectors there are plenty of opportunities that we are finding to invest in, such as high-quality travelrelated businesses, semiconductors that power the dreams behind the hot stocks, and exposure to China’s consumption boom.
Over the last three months, we have increased our protection on the expensive technology-heavy Nasdaq index, which is a
dynamically managed position and reflects our concern about this mania. This has coincided with a gradual trimming of a number
of our winners in this area of the market. On the other side, recent additions as highlighted in the September 2020 quarterly report,
include: InterGlobe Aviation, the owner of India’s largest airline; Taiwanese mobile phone camera lens maker, Largan Precision;
and refreshed Chinese sportswear brand, Li Ning.
We believe the biggest risks investors have to weigh up at this time include a surprise move higher in bond yields (oft cited as
supportive for valuations), a slowing in money supply growth (from the highest rate in decades and likely the key driver of the
market recovery since March) and any questioning of the highly dangerous “this time it’s different” narrative, especially for
technology.
Performance Analysis
We have discussed in recent months, the challenges of the “two-speed market” mentioned above and this has manifested itself in
the relative performance outcomes from mid-2018 onwards, generally due to the Fund trailing market rallies, having kept pace with
the first nine years of the elongated bull market we are in.
Over the 12 months to 31 October 2020, we have broadly kept pace on the long side of the portfolio with contributions predominantly
from IT/Communications and Industrials (led by logistics). Investments in Energy and Financials (combined impact of negative 7%,
mostly COVID related), along with shorting in the face of a mania, have been more problematic. The top contributors to returns
(adding a combined 9%) over the last year have been LG Chem (batteries), logistics (FedEx and ZTO Express), technology
(Tencent, Facebook, Alphabet, Samsung Electronics, Skyworks), Bharti Airtel and vaccine-maker Moderna.
Performance over the last quarter has been encouraging, with the average stock position up 5% against a market 1 return of 2%, led
by the Industrials, Materials and Consumer Discretionary sectors, and with Lixil, FedEx and General Electric the top contributors.
If we are to see a greater rotation in markets from the trends of recent years, as the last few months have threatened, we believe we
are well positioned.
1 year to 31 October 2020
Average Weight %
Contribution %
Long Positions
90
1.5
Short Positions
(12)
(8)
Cash / FX
22
2
Total (Fund, net of fees and costs)
(5)
Comparison (MSCI AC World Net Index (A$))
3
Source: Platinum. Numbers for long and short positions are based on the total return of individual positions (in AUD) and do not take
into account fees and costs (other than brokerage). Contribution numbers may not add up due to rounding and the effect of fees.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.
Valuation: Earnings forecasts at this stage may have less value than normal due to COVID-19 impacts, but we can still compare the
portfolio to next year’s (NTM) earnings to get a sense of its earnings power. There appears to be value in an absolute and relative
sense.
Metric
Platinum International Fund
MSCI AC World Net Index (A$)
NTM Earnings Yield
6.7% (Price-to-Earnings ratio of 15x)
5.5% (Price to Earnings ratio of 18x)
NTM Dividend Yield
2.6%
2.8%
Price-to-Book Ratio
1.5x
2.3x
Enterprise Value-to-Sales
1.5x
1.7x
The valuations in the table in respect of the Fund have been calculated by Platinum and refer to the long portion of the portfolio,
exclude negative net earnings, and use FactSet consensus earnings.
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MSCI AC World Net Index (A$)
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ARSN 123 939 471

PUF 328.9% (C Class)
MSCI 203.6%
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ARSN 104 043 110

PAF 1,041.8% (C Class)
MSCI 466.0%

Market update and commentary
•
•
•

Asia’s strong performance continued in October.
China’s recovery appears on a solid footing.
Amid slack global growth our portfolio is tilted toward large cap quality in Asia for now.

October saw another strong performance for the Fund and Asian equity markets
in general. Strong performers for the month included Chinese internet giants
Tencent and Meituan Dianping, while Chinese travel-related stocks Huazhu
and Trip.com detracted.
China’s ongoing recovery
It is becoming increasingly clear to us that China’s industrial recovery is solid
and the consumer economy is following. Early October saw the release of
Chinese GDP figures for the quarter to 30 September 2020: China’s GDP grew
4.9% versus the year prior, industrial production grew 6.9% versus the year
prior, fixed asset investment was up 0.8% on the year prior, and retail sales
grew 3.3% on 2019 levels (Source: Bloomberg). These official statistics are
corroborated in currency markets, with the Chinese yuan and Korean won
strengthening appreciably against the US dollar in recent months.
It is worth noting that this relative strength is at a time of very weak demand
globally. This highlights the reality that China’s direction is toward less reliance
on trade, more internal demand and building its internal technological skills and
capital base to lessen dependence on external parties, in our view.
Perhaps as a result of the relative strength of its economy, China has been
sufficiently confident in recent weeks to pass a law permitting legislators to
curtail rare earths exports. "China may take countermeasures against any
country or region that abuses export-control measures and poses a threat to
China's national security and interests, according to the law," the official Xinhua
News Agency reported (Source: Nikkei).
Trade tension continues
Meanwhile, the Trump administration continued its aggressive stance toward
not just China but other exporting nations, launching an investigation into the
trade practices of Vietnam, with particular focus on whether the country is a
currency manipulator (Source: Wall Street Journal). The effect of aggressive
and bilateral trade policy pursued by the Trump administration has been to
lessen certainty for capital allocators in global supply lines: when Germany,
Canada, Mexico, Vietnam, Japan and China have all been threatened with trade
sanctions, it is difficult for businesses to know where to invest in global supply
chains, particularly as such investments require many years to earn a return on
capital. It is unsurprising in this context that we have been in an industrial
recession globally for nearly three years, on our analysis.
Our tilt toward quality in Asia
As a result of trade tensions and the resultant lack of dynamism in the industrial
economy globally, coupled with investor aversion to China in particular and
emerging markets in general, we shifted the portfolio in 2018 to focus largely
on high-quality, domestic companies in the region. As a result, as we have
indicated in prior months, we do not currently have a portfolio of deep value
stocks: the forward price-earnings ratio of the portfolio as a whole is
approximately 21 times. However, we do not think we are overpaying for the
region’s best companies, when these trade on heavy discounts to comparable
companies in other regions, in our view.
As the global economy returns to work in a post-Covid world, we will likely need
to pivot the portfolio to include more economic leverage given the exceptional
value apparent, particularly as this might well occur in the presence of
substantial fiscal support in major economies. Given our experience in the
2016-17 recovery in Asia, when large, liquid names led equity markets until
late in 2017, and given ongoing lockdowns and disruption in Europe and the
Americas, we believe we have ample time to make this adjustment as needed.
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Chart 1 and 2 shows valuations based on sell-side consensus
estimates. It is worth noting at this stage, that in our view these
earnings forecasts will very likely come down substantially to reflect
the impact of the coronavirus-related slowdown on the global
economy.
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